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80 Eighth Graders Have a Field Day at SLAC

November 4th is not only election day, but it is the day eighth graders from La Entrada School in Menlo Park visit the Lab for a series of tours, workshops, and hands-on activities. Organized by La Entrada parents and SLAC staff members, Tom Markiewicz and Roger Erickson, the trip is part of a school-wide celebration of technology.

Security Escorts Available on Dark and Stormy Nights

Now that daylight savings time has ended and early darkness is approaching, Security is offering to escort people from work locations to their cars. Call the Main Gate at x2551 and an escort will arrive within five minutes.

Visit the new SLAC Library Home Page

The SLAC Library invites staff to beta test our new site at:  
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/library/home.html

While some of the pages are very much under construction, the Library staff hopes the site helps meet information needs more efficiently. New to the site are an online book purchase/recommendation form and a journal routing request form. Many thanks to Technical Publications for help with the overall graphics and the online forms. Please send the Library your comments and suggestions by using the link provided on each page.

Max Dresden 1918-1997

It is with sadness that we report the death of Max Dresden, age 79, from complications of cancer. Max was a professor of physics at Stonybrook from 1966-1989 before coming to SLAC. There will be a memorial service at SLAC on Saturday, November 15. Final details are being arranged.
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